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A DISTORTION THEOREM FOR BIHOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS IN C2

ROGER W. BARNARD, CARL H. FITZGERALD, AND SHENG GONG

Abstract. Let Jf be the Jacobian of a normalized biholomorphic mapping

/ from the unit ball B2 into C2 . An expression for the log det Jf is deter-

mined by considering the series expansion for the renormalized mappings F

obtained from / under the group of holomorphic automorphisms of B2 . This

expression is used to determine a bound for |det/y| and |arg det//I for /

in a compact family X of normalized biholomorphic mappings from B2 into

C2 in terms of a bound C(X) of a certain combination of second-order coeffi-

cients. Estimates are found for C(X) for the specific family X of normalized

convex mappings from B2 into C2.

1. Introduction

Distortion theorems for families of univalent functions have been studied

at least since 1907 when Kobe discovered his classical "Verzerrungsatz": the

distortion theorem for the class of univalent functions defined on the unit disc
in the complex plane C. Kobe's theorem gives explicit upper and lower bounds

on \f'(z)\ in terms of \z\ for any function / that is one-to-one and analytic
on the unit disc and normalized by f(0) = 0 and f'(0) = 1. The term dis-
tortion arises from the geometric interpretation of \f'(z)\ as the infinitesimal
magnification factor of arc length and the interpretation of the square of \f'(z)\

as the infinitesimal magnification factor of area.
In P. Montel's book on univalent function theory, Henri Cartan wrote an

appendix titled "Sur la possibilité d'entendre aux fonctions de plusieurs vari-

ables complexes la théorie des fonctions univalentes" in which he called for a
number of generalizations of properties of univalent functions in one variable

to biholomorphic mappings in several variables. He specifically cited the special
classes of starlike and convex mappings as appropriate topics for generalization.
(We have followed his suggestions concerning starlike mappings elsewhere [1].)

Cartan indicated particular interest in the properties of the determinant of the
complex Jacobian of univalent mappings (the square of the magnitude of the

determinant of the complex Jacobian is the infinitesimal magnification factor

of volume in C). He stated a "théorème présumé" that the magnitude of the

determinant of the Jacobian of a normalized biholomorphic mapping would

have a finite upper and a positive lower bound depending only on \z\ = r < 1
and indicated the real interest and merit in determining these bounds. That his

conjecture did not hold was probably known for some time. A discussion of
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Cartan's note and a simple class of counterexamples to his conjecture appears

in [4]. We include the following counterexample. For any positive integer k,

let f(z) = (f(z),f2(z)) with

(1) iMz) = zx,

I f2(z) = z2(l - zx) k = z2 + kz2zx +■■■ .

Then / is a normalized biholomorphic function on the unit ball B2 in C2,

that is, f(0) = 0, and the Jacobian of / at the origin is the identity matrix.
The Jacobian of / is given by

Jf =

(I 0       \

kz2 1

\(l-z1)^+1     (l-zx)kl

Thus | det 7/1 = 11-2! \~k giving

max|det7y| = (1 - r) k —> oc   as ac
|z|<r

00

and
min I det JA = ( 1 + r) k -* 0   as k —► oo.
\z\<r J'

We note that the counterexample also applies for z in the polydisc {(zi, z2):

\zx\ < 1, |z21 < 1} as well as the unit ball. We also note from ( 1 ) that there is no

bound on the magnitude of second-order coefficients of normalized univalent
functions in the polydisc or in B2 . The lack of a bound on these coefficients
shows that the usual proofs of one variable of Kobe's distortion theorem do not
extend to C" for n > 2. In one dimension, the usual proofs use the bound of

the magnitude of the second coefficient for normalized univalent functions and
the invariance of the full class of univalent functions under Möbius transfor-

mations.
That Cartan's conjectured distortion theorem does not hold in the class of

normalized biholomorphic mappings in C", n > 2, suggests the problem of
finding a subset for which the conjecture does hold. We are thus led to consider

the class of normalized convex mappings which Cartan had already suggested

for study. For this class the coefficients of second-order terms are of bounded
magnitude. With considerable alterations, we will extend the one variable proof

to obtain a distortion theorem in C2 .
As mentioned, the invariance of the full class of univalent functions un-

der Möbius transformations has been a powerful tool in obtaining theorems

and other results concerning the subclass of normalized univalent functions.

Also in several variables, invariance has played an important role. In [7, p.
278], W. Rudin introduced the term " Ai-invariant space" to mean a space of
holomorphic mappings on B2 in C2 , which are invariant under holomorphic
automorphisms of the ball B2 in C2. That is, if a mapping / on the ball
belongs to the space, then / composed with y/ belongs to the space for every

y/ in Aut(52). Our main theorem will be for compact subsets of M -invariant

spaces of biholomorphic mappings on the ball B2 in C2 . The M-invariance
of convexity is used to obtain estimates in the subclass of normalized convex

mappings of B2.
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Characterizations of convex mappings in C" have been obtained by Suffridge
in [8] and later by Kikuchi in [6]. Suffridge characterizes convex mappings both

on the unit ball B" as well as the polydisc, E - {z £ C": |zi| < 1, \z2\ <
1, ... , | z„ | < 1} . He also proved the rather surprising result that a holomorphic
mapping from the polydisc E, a reducible domain, maps onto a convex domain

in C" if and only if there exist univalent functions fk (1 < k < n) from the

unit disc in the plane onto convex domains in the plane such that f(z) =

T(f\(zi), fi(z2), ... , fn(zn)) where T is a nonsingular linear transformation.

Hence the standard distortion results follow in a straightforward manner in this

case. However, in the unit ball B2 , an irreducible domain, this type of reduction

does not occur and thus our interest in the ball for this class. Indeed, E. Cartan

has shown that every bounded, transitive domain in C2 is biholomorphically

equivalent to either a polydisc or the ball; thus, once we obtain our estimates for

the case of the ball, the problem is essentially solved for all bounded transitive

domains in C2.

2. Main results

We now indicate the technique for estimation of the magnitude of the log-

arithm of the determinant of the Jacobian of a mapping f at a. The rate of
change of this magnitude with respect to the components of the vector a is

bound by certain combinations of the second-order coefficient of a particular

new mapping F . This new mapping is obtained by composing / with a holo-

morphic automorphism of the ball and then renormalizing. We are then able

to give explicit bounds for the logarithm of the determinant of the Jacobian in
terms of bounds on this combination of the second-order coefficients, provided

these bounds exist. In §4 we determine an estimate for these bounds for the

class K of normalized convex mappings on B2. In the final section we make a
conjecture as to sharp bounds and give a supporting example. We concentrate

our considerations to mappings from B2 into C2 noting that extensions to B"

can be made in principle albeit with even more formable computations.

For an explicit statement of our main result we let points in C2 be denoted
by row vectors z = (zx, z2) for z\, z2 in C . A prime on a vector will indicate

the transpose. The origin (0, 0) is sometimes denoted by 0. Mappings / in C2
are given as row vectors f = (fx, fi) where each function f is a function in

C2 . The Jacobian of a holomorphic mapping / is the matrix with its ijth entry

dfi/dzj and is denoted by J or Jf. A holomorphic mapping / is normalized

means that f(0) = 0 and J/(0) = / the identity matrix. A mapping / can be

normalized by application of a complex affine transformation: [/(z)-/(0)]7'_1

where J is evaluated at the origin. Let / be defined by f(z) = (f(z), f2(z))

with

fx(z) = zx+d^0z2 + d\l\zxz2 + d^2z2 + ... ,

f2(z) = z2 + d^0z2x+d{x2!xzxz2 + d^2z22-r---.

Applying the result in [5] we let (j>a(w) be the Möbius transformation of B2

onto B2 taking a = (ax, a2) into the origin where <¡>a will be explicitly given

in (7); then for z = (zi , z2) fixed in B2 and (ax, a2) = (pzx, pz2), 0 < p <
1, we define G by G(w) = f[<pa(w)] and renormalize so that the resulting
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normalized mapping F has the expansion

F(w) = (wx, w2) + (w2, WxW2, w2)D H-

where

f3) ö=K°(/,)'    $\W,    dW(p)Y
\d^0(p),    df\(p),    d^2(p)j •

Then letting / denote the Jacobian of / at z we have

(4)

log det/ = log

-2I
Jo

(1-zz'p/2

1 *i(4',o + (l/2)¿,(2)1) + z2(¿¿2)2 + z2(42)2 + (l/2)cj|1)1)
dp

1 - p2zz

where we have dropped the indicated dependency of the d's on p. Then we

use a unitary transformation and (4) to obtain the main result:

Theorem. Consider an M-invariant space S of biholomorphic mappings on the

unit ball B2 into C2. Let X be the mappings obtained from mappings of S
by normalizing by a complex affine transformation. Suppose that X is compact.

With the notation of equations (2), define C(X) by

(5) C(X) = supino + (l/2)d[2\\: f e X}.

For any mapping f in X, let J denote its Jacobian at z. Then

| log[( 1 - zz')f'2 detJ\< C(X) log (1^7) •

As a consequence we have

(l-|Z|)CW-3/2 (l + |z|)CW-3/2

K   ' (l + |z|)C(JT)+3/2   Mucl«'l^   (1  _|z|)C(X)+3/2

and

|argdet/|<C(*)log(jiJ!)

where the branch of the argument is chosen to be zero at the origin.

In §4 we determine that for X = K, the class of normalized convex functions

in B2,

C(K)< 1.761.

In §5 we conjecture that C(K) = 3/2, give a supporting example, and suggest

the corresponding sharp bounds in (6) for C" , for each n>2.

3. Biholomorphic mappings under the group
of biholomorphic automorphisms

In this section we show how the expression (4) is obtained.

In [5] Sheng Gong and Z. Yan proved a very general result involving the

covariant derivative of the Bergman metric which gives a closed form expansion

for the composition of a holomorphic mapping with an automorphism of a

bounded domain in C" .  For our case the mapping is from B2 to C2.  We
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carry out the initial calculations for a (not necessarily normalized) mapping

g: B2 -» C2 . Let z = (zx, z2), w = (wx, w2), and a = (ax, a2) £ B2 . (Since

equation (4) is obviously true for z = (0, 0), we can assume that z ^ (0, 0)

and a ^ (0, 0) in the following calculations.) Then a Möbius transformation

4>a(w): B2 -> B2 taking a into the origin is given by

z = 4>a(w) =
PaZ sQaZ

l-zä'

where Pa is the orthogonal projection of C2 onto the subspace [a] generated

by a, Qa — I - Pa , I the identity matrix, so that Qa is the projection onto

the orthogonal complement of [a] and 5 = y/l - da' with a' denoting the

conjugate transpose of the row vector a . More explicitly we can write

a -w

1 -wd'(7) M*»)

where A is the matrix defined by

d'a + s(aa~'I - a'a)

aa

z\ =

(8)

This gives

axdä' - axwä' - s(ää'w\ - wä'ax)

aä'(l-wä')

a2dïï' - a2wä~' - s(aä~'w2 - wa~'a2)

aä'(l - w~ä')

From the mapping g which is not necessary normalized, we define a com-

posed G: B2 -> C2 by

G(w) = g(z) = g[(t>a(™)] = g %,*1 - wa

We now compute the initial power series expansion of G(w).

( dG

(10)

By (9) we have

dwx

dG

dg dzx    dg dz2

dzx dwx

dg dzx
+

dz2 dwx

dg dz2

(11)

I dw2      dzxdw2     dz2dw2

dzx _ s(-\a\\2s - \a2\2 + a~ä'w2a~2)

dwx da'(l -wä')2

dz2 __ s(a~xa2 ~dxa2s - aa'w2a~x)

dw~x

dzx

aä'(l-wä')2

s(a2ax - d2a\s - ad'wxä2)

dw¡ " da'(I -wa')2 '

9z2 _ s(-\a2\2s-\ax\2 + aä'wxä')

dw2 aïï(l-wa')7
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Moreover,

(12)
d2G    d2g

dw2 dz\

+
d^g

dz\

\dwx)

(ËlA
\dwx)

2   d2g    dzx dz2

dzxdz2 dwx dw\

Ldg_d^zx_     dgd2z2

dzx dw2 dz2 dw2

d2G

dwxdw2

d2g dzx dzx d2g
+

■\

dzx dz2      dzx dz2\     d2g dz2 dz2

dz2dw2dwx     dzxdz2 \dwxdw2     dw2dwx

i

dz2dw2dwx

+
d2Zx dg |    d2z2   dg

dwxdw2 dz2dwxdw2 dzx

d^G^d^g (dzxV    2   d2z    dzx dz2     d^g_ fdz2Y
dzxdz2dw2dw2   dz\ 'dw2     dz\ \dw2J \dw2)

,dg_d^zx_     dg d2z2

dzx dw\     dz2 dw2'

From (11) we get

d2zi     25ä)(-|ai|25 + wä'aä' - \a2\2 - aä'w2ä2)

dw2

d2zx

dwxdw2

aä'(l-wä')3

sä2(\ax\2 - \a2\2 + aä'w2ä2 - aä'wxäx - 2\ax\2s)

aä'(l-wä')3

d2zx _ 2sal(ax - axs - aa'wx)

(13)
dw\ aa'(l - wa')3

d2z2 _ 2sa2(a2 - a2s - aa'w2)

lïw2 ~        aä'(l-wä')3        '

ö2zi        5äi(|a2|2- \ax\2 + aä~'(wxä~' -w2ä~2)-2\a2\2s)

dwxdw2 aa'(l -wa)3

d2z2     2sä~2(-\a2\2s + wä'aä' - \ax \2 - aä'w2ä2)

dw2

We expand G(w) at w = 0,

dG
G(w) = G(0) +

(14)
dwx

aä'(l -wä')3

dG
WX   +     c

w=0 du>2
w2

iu=0

192C7

2dw2
w\ +

d2G

w=0
dwxdw2

wxw2
1 d2G

w=0 2 dw2
wi + ■ ■ ■

w=0

When w = 0 then z = a and we let

(15)
c — s/aa',        a — s\ax\2 + \a2\2,

ß = -â~xa2(l -s),

Then (11) and (13) imply

dzx

y = s\a2\2 + \ax\2.

(16)
dwx

dz2

dw~x

ca.
iu=0

= -cß,
lu)=0

dzx

dw2

dz2

dw2

= -cß,
w=0

w=0

-cy
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and

(17)

f  d2zx

dw2

d2zx

= —2caxcx,
d2Zx

w=0

dw\
= -2ca2ß,

dwxdw2

d2z2

■■ c(-a2a - axß) :

w=0
dw2

w=0

= -2cäxß,
w=0

d2z2

\ dwxdw2 w=0

= c(-axy - a2ß),
d2z2

dw2
= -2ca2y.

w=0

By (10), (12), (15), and (16) and by letting

dg = dg(z)

dax       dzx

d2g     d2g(z)

da2 dz\
, etc.,

we have

(18)
dG

dwx

d2G

__0 = -C\ada-x+ßda-2}>

dG
dw2 w=0

= -cU
dax

dw2
= &

tu=0

2dh , „ 0 d2g

* da2
+ 2aß

daxda2
+ ß

dal
2ca\

dg_\
da2j'

dg

dax        da2

(19)
d2G

dwxdw2

d2G

= c¿
w=0

«Ä + (^r    d2g
da2 daxda2

+ ßy
d2g

aa\

(äxß + ä2a)^- + (ä2ß + äxy)^-
oax oa2

dw2
w=0

2d2g . ,..s   d2g     , ^id2g

da2
+ 2yß

daxda2 da12 J

2c
" da2    hdax.

Substitution of (18) and (19) into equation (14) gives

g(z) = G(w) = g(a) + c

+
1 ( ld2i

V    da

dg      Rdg

dax        da2

l+2aßd^k+ß2d
2JL)

a2)

Hdax     r da2

(20)

Wx+C

d2_

+ c

W2

w\

da2j

-äxß-ä2a)^- + (-ä2ß -<]} WxW2

1
+ 2

da\
+ 2ßy

d2g

daxda2
+ ß

2d2 g'

da2.

-&-*&
w\ + ■ ■ ■

Now we consider the special case in which g = f, our normalized mapping.

We continue to use G with components Gx, G2 for the composed mapping so
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that

G(w) = f(
I -wa

Then by (20) with c, a, ß, y still defined as in (15), we have

G(w) - G(0) = (fx(z)-fx(a),f2(z)-f2(a))

(-JJ±-ßd-Ä   _„M_*M\

(21)
= C(Wx , w2)

adax     Pda2'   adax     ßd

_jd_h       d_f   _-d_f       dj,
pdax     rda2'    pdax     'da2 I

c(wx, w2) ( _^' _yy'+ 2^ ' wiw2 ' wl) (

+ ••

d2G

dw2
+

w=0

where J is the Jacobian of f(z) at z = a and

i2^ ö2^    \
dw2 '

d2G
(22)

dw2

(    d G'

2
«)=0

d2Gx

dw2

d2G2

dw\dw2

id2Gx
dwxdw2
d2G2

\     dWi dw2 ) w=0

By (19), the right-hand side of (22) equals

(23)

where

clM
\da2)

2cNJ'

a

M

2aß, ß2 \

2aß,    2(ay + \ß\2),    2ßy

(24)
t, 2ßy,

( d2A
da2 '

d2h

daxda2
&h

\   da2 '

d2f2   \
da2

d2f2

daxda2

hd2f2

d2   I

axa, a\ß

N=       a~2+äxß,    a~\y + a~2ß

ä2ß , ä2y

Hence we have

G(w) - G(0) = c(W\, w2)

(25)

-a,

-ß,     -7 J'

c2 { d2 f\
+ —(w\2,W\W2, w\)M \-q^\ -c(w2x, WxW2,w2)NJ' + ■■■ .

Next we normalize this mapping. This step will complete the plan indicated

after equation (2) of transforming the function / by a Möbius transformation

and then renormalizing. Multiplying (25) on the right by hJ'~x{.~jg ,   ZÎ)~l,
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we have the normalized mapping F(w) given by

915

(26)

F(w) = ±(G(w)-G(0))J'-l( _j\_ßy

s*

= (wx, w2) + -=(w2, wxw2, w\)M

-a,

i

(ÖM?. -4)
-(w¿x,WxW2,wi)N[    -¡j

-ß

-ß,     -7

= (wx, w2) + (Wx2, w{w2, wl)D + ■

-i

+ •••

with
/d{l)      d(2) \
I "2,0'      "2,0

\dw      d{2) I\"0,2>     "0,2/

where each component of D depends on a = (ax, a2).

We now will express (d2f/da2)J'~l in terms of the coefficients of the second-

order terms and the matrices depending on the point a . From (26) we obtain

<2"  -H0)'-'(-l; -jr-'fr. :?)"'
Multiplication of (27) on the left by M l2/c and on the right by (_|'   J)

gives

c \-ß,    -7
B4)j->-lM-<N
a2 J c

which we write as

(28)
&'-'-

±M-1d(-%'    ~ß) + -M-lN.
c \-ß,    -7        c

A direct computation of the inverse of M shows that

y\ -ßy, ß2

M^ = T^^}-=rr\-7ß,    -Uay + \ß\2),    -aß
(aä'r(l-aä') \   ?2f -aß,

From (15), it follows that

(29) ay - \ß\2 = s(aä')2.

Using (29), one obtains

/   ä2ß_-äx7,

(30) M-xN=—t-;        _, [ \(äxß-ä2a),

0,

Thus

(31)

(aä')2Vl-aä' '

/     d2fx df2    d2f2 dfx

[da2]
/-' =

detJ

da2 da2      da2 da2 '

d2fx   9/2        d2fx   dfx
daxda2da2     daxda2da2

d2fx a/2    d2f2 dfx
V      da2 da2      da2 da2 '

0

\(ä2Ji-äxy)
äxß - ä2a

d2fx df2 d2f2 dfx
da2 dax da2 dax

d2fx   8/2  |    d2f2   dfx
da2dax dax     daxda2 dax

d2fx a/2     d2f2 dfx
da2 dax      da2 da{      J
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M~lD -a,     -ß\ 1

-ß,    -y)     (aäy(l-aä') [Y1'    Y

and

(32)

where

/„ = - ay2d^0 + aßyd\l\ - aß2d{Ql\ - Jy2d^0 + \ß2\yd\2\ - ß\ß2\d(2\,

In = - ß724l?0 + ß27d(xX\ - /?3<2 - 734?o + ßy2df\ ~ ^dZ >

hx = a~ßyd% - fay + \ß2\)d[l\ + a2ßd^2 + yf d%

-i(ay + \ß\2)d[2\+a\ß\2d^2,

hl = 7\ß2\d^0 - fay + \ß2\)d\l\ + aß2d(^2 + y2~ßd%

-fay + \ß\2\)d™+aßyd™2,

hx = - afd{21^ + a2~ßd[l\ - a3d(¿\ - fd^ - afd(2\ - a2~ßd™2 ,

hl = - ~ß\ß2\d(2^ + a\ß2\d\l\ - a2ß4y\ - fyd™0 + aßyd{2\ - a2yd(2\.

We now observe that

'd fid f2     dhdfx
da-xl0gdeU = ^Üda-x dax da2     dax da2

1

detJ
d2fdf2   d2f2df     d2f2 df2+ d2f2 dfx
da2 da2     da2 da2     daxda2dax     daxda2dax\M  ""*z       ""1

The last expression equals the sum of two entries of the right side of (31),
specifically the sum of the (1,1) entry and the (2, 2) entry. Since (31) and

(28) restate the same matrix, we can use the right side of (28) as expressed by

(30), (32), and (33). Adding entries (1, 1) and (2, 2) we obtain

0   , 2
— logdet/=(fl_/)3(1_a_/)3/2

x (-ay2d^0 + aßyd[l\ - aß2d^2 - ~ßy2d{2\ + \ß2\yd?\

- ß\ß2\d(2\ + y\ß\2d{"0 - fay + \ß2\)d[l\

+ aß2d^2 + y2ßd™ - fav + \ß\2)df\ + «ßydQ)

1
+

aä'(l-aä') [
axy - a2ß + ^(axy - a2ß)

When the last expression is simplified with the use of (29), we find that

(34)
d   , 3ä] 2

— logdet7 = --=7+   _,..       _
dax I - aa      aa (1 - aa

The partial with respect to a2 can be obtained in a similar fashion.   In this

case, the (2, 1) entry and (3,2) entries are added as they arise in (31) and

_ (-ydw + ^-d(X) - y-d(2) + ßd(i\ I    '"2,0+ 2   '•'     2  '■'
<2)\
0,2 I ■
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then (28). Again using (30), (32), (33) and simplifying using (29), we find that

(35)

-¡L logdet J = -^L, +   _    2    _    (jé2\ - Ul\ + Uf\ - ajv\ .
da2 I - aa      aa(l-aa)\     /,u     2   '''     2   ''' "-M

Since det/ is holomorphic in ax and a2, ¿j=- logdet/ = g§- logdet J = 0.

Thus equations (34) and (35) give the total differential:

d logdet y = -—(logdet/)da. + -—(logdet J)da2
dax da2

3(äxdax +ä2da2) 2

1 - aa' aa'(l - aa')

-ydax + ßda2) (d™0 + ~d\2\) +(ßdax - ada2) (d™2 + ¿<

By taking the straight line path from (0, 0) to the fixed point (zi, z2) in B2

with the point on the line being given by pz = p(zx, z2) = (pzx, pz2), 0 <

p < 1, i.e., ax = pzx, a2 = pz2(z~z' = |z>|2 + |z2|2, V~z¥ = \z\), we obtain

h ^áaJ=k^^-ñ+¿(l08de,y»f •
Thus

-7- (logdet J)dp = -—(logdet J)dax + -—(logdet/)rffl2-
up dax da2

Hence,

i
log det/ = /   -j-(logdetJ)dp

= / —-(logdet J) dax + — (logdet J)da2
Jo,o       oax da2

p(*i,«ï) (äxdax+ä2da2)

Jo.

■I
J((

o (l-aä1)

O   J. iW<2) ,_,,,/„. x«W,.l _■_ ̂(2)   _i_ i^1), <z' ■Z2» (^2,o + \d\^(-ydax + ßda2) + (rf¿% + X,Wrffli - »^2)

/(o,o) aa(l-aa

Using (15) we obtain

-1

logdet/= 3 / -f^Ldp
Jo   1 - /?2zz'

1 -i^^^'.o + ̂ ^ + ̂ ^ + K^)],-
9 ZZ-p2z-z'(l-p2z-z')-dp

-2I
Jo

3W,       ̂       ,   i1 Z^'0+ffi) + ^2(d^2+\d\\\)
= -Ilog(l-zz)-2/   -—^-</,.

(1)   xi^Nx,.^)   ^I^(l)

'0

Thus, we have the desired expression

(36)

logdet/ = log
1 , /•' ^(d{2!o + i2d{x2\) + z2(d^2 + {d\l\)

(1-zz')3/2

_2   i1 ^(¿2,0 + jgj.l) + Z2(d0,2 + I^i.l)    ,

7o 1 - /?2zz'
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To determine an upper bound for the integrand on the right-hand side of (36)

we make a rotation of B2, i.e., a transformation of the domain by a unitary

matrix U. Let Ç = (&, &) € B2 and

Uxx,    U12

U2x,    U22

be a unitary matrix. Consider Ç = £[/ . The series of /(C) has the form

U =

/(í) = C + (C2,CiÍ2,C22)

'dw"2,0'

¿(1)"1,1 '

¿(1)"0,2'

d(2)"2,0

¿(2)"1,1

d(2)"0,2.

+

We define g by g(£) = f(ÇU). Then g(Ç)U will be a new normalized convex

mapping with coefficients of second-order terms being defined as follows:

g(t)U   =í-r({?,í,Í2,í22)

/D(1)' ^2,0' Z)(2) \^2,0 \

D{2)1,1

A(2)

+

'0,2'      ^0,2/

Substitution of Ç = ÇU shows the coefficient matrices are related in the follow-

ing way:

0,2'

D(2)

2,(2)1,1

2,(2)

C/i,C/12,

c7iiC/22 + L721[/12,

U2xU22,

2Ul2U22»Í/22

t/22

¿(2) \a2,0 »

42u
F

*0,2>      "0,2-

From this equation and the fact that if U = I, we obtain

(37) Hi« + 5^?. = (^o + ^.(2)i) "n + (42)2 + j<},) Í/.2-

Since
zxl\z\     zjl\z\

-z2/\z\    zxl\z\

is a unitary matrix, we can take Uxx = zi/|z| and C/n = z2/\z\. The hypothesis

of the theorem gives that the class S is A/-invariant and that X comes from
A by normalization of the mappings of S. From the definition of C(X) given

in (5), we then have

(38) C(X)>{\D^0 + (l/2)rf2\\}.

Using (38) and (36) in (37), we find that

(39)
' /o   1 - pz:

From (39), the other conclusions of the theorem follow:

i + kl|logdet/(l - zz')] < 2C(X) [   }Z\dp_, = C(X)\og\±
J0   1 - pzz 1 -

(40)
(1  -^l)CW-3/2£|dett/|<(l + l^l)CW-3/2
(l + |z|)CW+3/2 (l_|z|)CW+3/2
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and

argdet/| < C(X)log
l + |z|

1-lzl

4. Estimates for the second-order coefficients for convex mappings

We now obtain an explicit estimate of C(X) for a class Cartan suggested

studying: the convex mappings. We use the characterization for convex map-

pings obtained by Kikuchi in [6]. He showed that / given by (2) is convex in

B2 if and only if

(41) -'-(£ "'0(«2)'}>o

holds for every unit vector a = (ax, a2) which satisfies

Re{za'} = 0,

where df/dz = J , a2 = (a2, axa2 , a2ax , a2) and

ff
dz2

(d2fx d2f d2f

dz2     dzxdz2    dz2dzx

d2f2     d2f2      d2f2

V dz2     dzxdz2    dz2dzx

Using the expansion of / in (2), (41) is equivalent to

dz2

d2f2

dz2)

(42) Re    1-z
z"2,0     "1,1     "1,1 2d,0,2

2di2)    d{2)    d{2)    2d{2).   a2,0     "l,l     "l,l     z"0,2,

a\a2

Q2Q:i

V   a2   I

+ >0.

Jb2\zx\2 + b2\z2\2

If we let bx and b2 be positive real numbers and a = (a\, a2) where

ibxZx ib2z2
otx = —=====,     a2

Jb2\zx\2 + b2\z2\2

then Re{za'} = 0. We find by (42) that

Re

(43)

{' + ( b2\Zx\2 + b2\z2\

'2d(l)    d{l)    d(x)ZM2,0     "1,1      "1,1 z"0,2

2d{2)    d{2)    d(2)    2d{l).LU2,0     "1,1     "1,1     z"( 0,2,

/    bjz2
bxb2zxz2

b2b\zxz2

V    b\z\

+ >0.

We represent z — (zx, z2) as Çn where £ is a complex scalar of magnitude

less than one and n — (rjx, n2) satisfies

(44) l?i|2 + l»72|2 = 1-
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Then (43) becomes

(45)

Re< 1 + ÍO/l. to)
b2x\m\2 + b2\n2\2

'2d{l)    dwz"2,0     "1,1

1(2) 1(2)2rfw     dy,z"2,0     "1,1

¿(1)"i,i

d(2)"1,1

2¿(1) 'z"0,2

2d(2)

bWx
bxb2nxn2

b2bxnxr\2

b2n\

+ >>0.

The left-hand side of (45) is the real part of an analytic function of one complex

variable Ç in the open unit disk. Consider the series expansion about the
origin. The coefficient of ¡t, can be represented with a probability measure v

on 0 < t < 2n as follows:

(TJx,rj2)        (2b2xn2d^0 + 2bxb2nxn2d^+2b2n22d^2\

b2\m\2 + b¡\m\2 \2b2n2dP0 + 2bxb2nxn2d{2\+2b22r]2d^2)

= 2 [   e-udv(t).
Jo

Thus we have

(46)
b¡m\m\2d^ + bib2\m\2md\l\ + ^i^fö + ¿fW^o

+ ^^.k2|2^(2\+^2|//2|242)2 = (*2|^|2 + ¿22|^2|2)  / %-''^(0.
«'0

We note here that using Suffridge's characterization [8] leads to this same equa-

tion. Let rjx = \rix\eWl and n2 = \n2\e'e2. Multiplying (46) by ?/, and integrat-
ing with respect to ddx/2n we find that

(47)        \b¡\m\4dp0-rbxb2\m\2\m\2d[2\\ < (b¡\m\2 + b¡\m\2)\m\-

Multiplying (46) by rj2 and integrating with respect to dd2/2n we find that

(48) \bxb2\m\2\m\2d\nx+b¡\ti2\4d^2\ < (b2\r,x\2 + b22\n2\2)\n2\.

From symmetry and the discussion after (37) we need only consider (47)

which becomes

(49)
i(i) |2,|(2)\d^0 + (b2/bx)\n2/m\¿d\¿,\\ < |^|[1 +(02/¿i)2k2/'7i|2]-

Let (b2/bx)\n2/rix\2 = c and \rjx\ = xx. A straightforward argument determines

the minimum of £ + c2r_^? for 0 < x < 1 . This minimum gives an explicit,

but involved, upper bound T(c) for \d2\ + cd\2\\ in terms of c.  For our

purpose we only need T(c) for c = 1/2. For

(¿2/èi)|'/2/'/i|2=l/2>

equation (44) shows that (49) becomes

/(i) (2) 1
\d»>0 + (l/2)d\'\\<r- + ri

m
\i\12-
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Since the function
1      1     x

+
x     M-x2

is minimized at x = y (9 - %/33)/6, we obtain the estimate

(50) \d¡% + (1/2)^1 < 1.761.

In the notation of the theorem, if we let X = K, the class of normalized

convex functions on B2 , then (50) shows that

(51) C(K) < 1.761.

The theorem implies that for z ^ 0,

(52) |log[(det/)(l -zz')3/2]| < 1.761 log (j^j) >

(1-lzh0-261 Í1 -r-lzh0-261
(53) ii_Ifü_< i det /I < l      '  |;_^    j (1+|z|)3.26i <|aew|< ^_|z|p.26i ,

| arg det J\< 1.761 log fl±-J£|V
V1 - \Z\J

5. A conjecture and an example

Our work suggests the conjecture that if / is a normalized convex mapping
on Bn , then

(54) |log[det/(l - zz')("+1>/2]| < ^log (j^jff) •

Inequality (54) would have as consequences that

(55) jírk^-ldeiJ]-^^

and

(56) | arg det J\ < —=— log

and

2       °V1-|-

For « = 1, it is known that (54) is sharp and (55) is sharp but (56) is not

sharp. Hence, for n > 1, we do not expect (56) to be sharp.

For n = 2, the conjecture (54) is of the same form and close to the proved

result (52). The consequence (55) of the conjecture would be

(57) (l + |z|r3<|det/|<(l-|z|)-3

which is of a simpler form but still close to the proved inequality (53).

Still considering n = 2, another implication of the conjectured inequality
(54) would be an inequality for C(K). If, as z tends to zero, we consider the
first-order terms in the identity (36) in light of the discussion after (37), then
the equation (54) would imply that C(K) < 3/2. The example to be discussed

proves that C(K) > 3/2. Hence, if the conjecture holds, then

(58) C(K) = 3/2.
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Conversely, if (58) holds, the theorem implies the conjecture (54) for n = 2.

Finally we remark that for n a positive integer, the following example shows

that if conjecture (54) is true, it is sharp. Similarly, the example shows that

if (55) holds, then it is sharp. We first consider the case n = 2. Define / =

C/1,/2) by  '

(59) (/1 ' fi) =
z2

1-z, ' 1-z,
= (z, + z2 + • • • , Z2 + Z1Z2 + •••)■

/(I) 7(2)Then d2 '0 + (l/2)d\ , = 3/2 and the Jacobian / for this function is given by

/. 1

(60)

0
(1-z,)2

z2 1

\(i-z,)2   (l-z,;

We will give two proofs that the mapping / is convex. We generated the

mapping as a limit of renormalized Möbius transformations of the identity
mapping. Since the full class of convex mappings is M -invariant and the subset

of normalized convex mappings is compact, the limit function exists and is

convex. Consider the identity mapping (z,, Z2) on B2 and the point a =

(ax, 0) in B2 with 0 < a, < 1. If we let 4>a(z) be the Möbius transformation

taking a into the origin, then from (7) <f>„ is given by

<t>a(z) =-=¡A,
I — za

where in this case equation (8) shows that

/ 1 °
A= '

0   V/T^2

Then <j>a(z) can be calculated from these equations or from (9) with w

and a = (ax,0). We find that

<t>a(z) =

The Jacobian is easily found:

/¿(0) =

a\ - zx

1 - axZx

'a2-I

-Z2SJl

1 - a\Z\z\

0

0       -s[í^á[

Thus the renormalized mapping is given by

[0fl(z)-^(O)]/'-1(O) =
a\ - zx

1 -zxax

zx

-ax,
~z2\[

1 -zxax

yjî^a ÍJ

1 - a,z,     1 - axZx
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which approaches (59) as a, approaches 1 as claimed. By construction it is
clear that the resulting function is convex. In the general case n > 2 a similar

construction gives the convex mapping / = (/,, f2,... , f„) defined by

(fx(z),f2(z),...,fn(z))
Z\ z2 ¿3

' l-zxj-l_Zl' 1-z,' 1-z, '

The Jacobian of this example is triangular; thus the determinant of the Jacobian
is easily calculated. The result is

z\
**'/«-(T=^BI

Consequently, if the conjectured inequalities (57) are true, they are sharp.

Returning to the case n = 2, we give a second proof that / given by (59) is

convex. We consider the Kikuchi criterion (41) with

a = i(AxZx,A2z2)/[A2\zx\2 + A2\z2\2]i/2

where Ax and A2 are possible. The left side of (41) becomes the real part of

^2|z,|2 +
,2>2|2 + (,,,^-^),       !_00

0\
(1-Z,)3'

2z2

0,

1

o,

1
0

AxA2zxz2

A2AxZ2Zx
A2

(61) Re|^2|z,|2 + 4|z2|24

2^2

}-■

I )(1-Z,)3'       (1-Z,)2'       (1-Z,)2'      V

Hence,

2A\zx\zx\2 + 2AxA2zx\z2\

The left side of (61) equals

(62)     Re {a\\zx |2 (}±£l) + A2\z2\2 - AxA2\z2\2 + AxA2\z2\2 (}±li) } .

Using the method of completing the square and the fact that for |z, | < 1

Re{i±£l}>i^j£ll,
il-z,j   i + iz,r

one can show that the nonnegativity of (62) follows from the nonnegativity of

(63) A\\zx\
l-(l¿.|2 + |Z2l2)

1 + kil
+ k2|(l + |Zl

\Zl

1 + Ul

The expression (63) is nonnegative for all z such that |z,|2 + |z2|2< 1 and the

result follows.
For this convex mapping, the inequality (41) for the Kikuchi criterion is

sharp at essentially every point of the boundary of B2. Consider z = (z,, z2)

on the boundary. The first term of (63) is zero. And, for any positive choice of

Ax, the choice of A2 = ^,|z,|/(l + |z,|) makes the second term of (63) equal

to zero. Except for the point z = ( 1, 0), the steps can be reversed to see that
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equality holds in the Kikuchi criterion (41). Furthermore, the exceptional point
(1,0) is carried to infinity by the mapping.

This example was essentially known. Consider the Cayley transform [7, p.

31] of B" onto an "upper half plane" in C" . By composing with an appropriate

unitary transformation of the domain and a complex affine trnasformation of

the range, a Cayley transform can be changed into a normalized mapping which

is exactly our example.
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